
2019  Easter  Swing Ticket Tournament 

General Contest Rules 
1. Entry fees, including entry to the dance, are:  $20 SSDC Members - $25 Non-Members.  Members of other WCS 

dance clubs will receive the SSDC member rate. 
2. Competitors must sign up to dance in the tournament by 6:00 p.m.  The contest will begin at approximately 6:30 p.m.  
3. Competitors must dance 90% West Coast Swing See “Definitions” below. 
4. The contest is *Gender Neutral*, i.e. contestants may enter as a leader or follower, regardless of gender. 
5. Competitors can enter 1 competition. 
6. Separation is permitted on spins, turns and recognized breakaways. 
7. Lifts, aerials, and acrobatics are not allowed.  See “Definitions” below. 
8. Weight Support moves are allowed (but not required) to the degree that they would be considered safe and 

appropriate on a social dance floor. See “Definitions” below. 
9. Prohibited movements may result in a lowered placement. 
10. Conduct exhibiting poor sportsmanship may result in a lowered placement and a warning from the Chief Judge.  After 

a warning, any further such conduct will result in being removed from the remainder of the tournament. 
11. Contest music will be selected by the DJ using guidelines suggested by the Chief Judge. 
12. Any unusual circumstances will be handled at the discretion of the Chief Judge. 

  
Tournament Format 
Newcomer/Novice will be run as a normal Jack and Jill following the standard format rotating to a new partner each song, 
judged as a couple progressing individually to each successive round. 
Intermediate/Advanced dancers will be judged as a couple in all rounds, and advance as a couple to successive rounds, 
redrawing for partners in each new round and again in the final round.   

Definitions 
  
A.  West Coast Swing Content 
  

All SSDC West Coast Swing contests require 90% West Coast Swing content.  The definition that Judges will use to identify 
the presence of West Coast Swing content is as follows: 

West Coast Swing is an American Rhythm Dance in which patterns are executed within a slot.  It is 
identified primarily by 6-beat and 8-beat patterns that incorporate a wide variety of rhythms, including 
triples.  Six-beat patterns include, but are not limited to: passes, underarm turns, push breaks, and open-
to-closed/closed-to-open position moves.  Eight-beat patterns include, but are not limited to, whips. In 
addition, 2-beat and 4-beat extensions and 4-beat rhythm breaks may be incorporated to phrase the 
dance to the music, to extend a pattern, and/or to accent breaks or other nuances in the music.   

B.  Judging Criteria 
1. Timing.  Swing is danced beginning on the downbeat. Timing extends to much finer distinctions than a single beat.  It 

includes the spaces between the beats (the “&a” counts) and whether a competitor is fractionally ahead of or behind 
the beat and “&a” counts. Timing also extends to footwork such as points, kicks, taps, etc., to body isolations, and to 
hand/arm actions. 

  

2. Teamwork.  Swing is a connected partner dance.  The demonstration of this connection and performance of "lead/
follow" or "action/reaction" between partners is the goal of teamwork, i.e. a balanced performance with give-and-take 
between partners.  One partner ignoring, controlling, "out-dancing," disrespecting, or jeopardizing the safety of the 
other partner (or of other competitors on the floor) indicates poor teamwork.  Compensating and adjusting for one's 
partner are components of good teamwork. 

  

3. Technique.  How well the competitors execute the movements comprising their dance constitutes technique.  This 
includes elements such as control of balance and weight, foot placement, bodylines, and turns and spins. 

  

4. Choreography.  The selection and order of movements and transitions executed during a dance  comprise 
choreography.  Good choreography demonstrates an intimate connection with the music, and the  ability to match 
patterns and syncopations to the phrasing of the music.  It must also include identifiable West Coast Swing patterns 
that provide variety and contrast and meet the required percentage of swing. 

  

5. Music Interpretation.  Adjusting the flow of the dance to fit the style, tempo, mood, and rhythm variations in the 
music comprises good musical interpretation.  Couples should strive to demonstrate the ability to hear and interpret 
nuances in the music throughout their dance. 
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6. Showmanship/Presentation.  Creating an atmosphere of excitement by inviting interest in a performance is the 
desired effect of good presentation.  Good presentation begins with the selection of appropriate attire.  While 
providing a good show is one aspect of presentation, it cannot substitute for good dancing.  Competitors should aim 
primarily for demonstrating a positive chemistry as a couple.  Gratuitous mugging to the audience or the judges may 
result in a lower score.  Good sporting conduct before, during, and after the contest is also an element of good 
presentation. 

C.  Lifts, Drops, Aerials & Acrobatics (prohibited moves) 
 Lift.  A lift is any intentional maneuver lasting longer than a full beat of music where the feet of one dancer are  
clearly off the floor and the partner supports the weight.  This definition shall not include any of the following  common 
moves:  "flea hops", "bunny hops", "heel clicks", "Flying Lindy" (and its obvious adaptations to other  
 swing styles), "jumps" by competitors over the leg of the partners and leveraged slides. Lifts are prohibited. 

Aerial.  An aerial is a move in which one dancer is lifted with the assistance of his/her partner, and the head and 
torso are in a position higher than the waist of the supporting partner.  Aerials are prohibited. 
Acrobatic.  A dancer independently passes his or her leg or body over and across the plane of either partner’s head.  
Examples include: Walkovers, handsprings, cartwheels, and deep backbends.  Acrobatic moves are prohibited.  

D.  Weight Support Moves  Support moves, such as drops, slides, and splits are allowed (but not required) to the degree 
that they would be considered safe and appropriate on a social dance floor.  Contestants are cautioned to remain aware of 
their partner’s ability level. Endangering the safety of either partner or nearby contestants will be considered a rules violation 
and may result in the couple’s placement being moved ‘out of awards.   “If in doubt, leave it out.”   

Questions should be directed to the competitions team.
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